


LAPIDARY HOBBYCRAFTS, INC. 
THE COMPLETELY RUSTPROOF 

MODEL 1-A “GEMLAP” GRINDER AND POLISHER 

MODEL I-A "GEMLAP” 

Polished Cast Aluminum Body Deep pan prevents overedge spray and wheel 

flooding 
rhree leg mounting for stability cast integral with pan. 

“Compo” oil-retaining porous bronze shaft bearings REQUIRE NO OILING 
Monel metal spindle shaft machined integral with thrust collar 
Monel metal faceting head, shaft. 
Monel metal spindle washers machined parallel for true running wheel 
Everdur non-corrosive spindle nut. 
Diecast balanced 3-step pulleys 
Newly developed polished cast aluminum non-spill air vent type lube dispenser with 

constant air pressure, visible supply and variable positioner 
All brass drain cock and micro-drip lubricant valve 
Horizontal grinding and polishing for maximum operating visibility 
Each “GEMLAP” machine serially numbered for your protection 
Complete set of material and supplies. 
Assortment of rough gem stones 

Manual on the art of gem making. 

INCLUDED WITH THE 
“GEMLAP" MODEL I-A 
GRINDER AND POLISHER 
ARE THE FOLLOWING 
MATERIALS & SUPPLIES: 

1—6” Silicon Carbide 120 

Grit Grinding 

Wheel 

1 6 Tapered Cast Lron 

Lapping Wheel. 

1—6” Hard Felt Buffing 

Wheel 

2-6" Silicon Carbide 180 

Grit Discs 

2—6” Silicon Carbide 320 
Grit Discs 

9 _§" Silicon Carbide 400 

Grit Discs 

l Bottle 600 Grit 
Grinding Com 

pound 

1 Bottle Finish Pol 
ishing ( ompound 

6—Assorted Dop Sticks 1—Treatise and Manual on the Art of 
1—Stick Dop Cement Gem Grinding and Polishing, p « 
1—Three Step Die-Cast Motor Pulley pared for the Amateur Lapidarisi 
1—32” V-Belt. 1—-Assortment of Rough Gem Stones 

PRICE COMPLETE, less motor, $37.50 F.O.B. 

LAPIDARY HOBBYCRAFTS, INC. 
1265 WEST 76TH STREET CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
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THE EARTH SCIENCE DIGEST 

CHOICE CRYSTALS 
We aim to stock all the crystal- 
ized types of Minerals, both 
groups and singles, in choicest 

selected quality, from foreign and 
domestic sources. Quality is our 
watchword. Pay a few cents 
more and get the best. 

CUT GEMS 
Complete stocks of cut gems, 
both faceted and cabochon, all 
genuine, precious and semi-pre- 

cious, from world-wide sources. 
Low overhead, direct importa 
tions, and our own cutting shops 
will save money for the gem col- 

lector, and also for the individual 
who wishes a fine ringstone or 

other jewelry. (We also offer 
‘omplete mounting service). 

FLUORESCENT LAMPS 
We are factory agents for the 
MINERALIGHT quartz lamp, and 
carry complete stocks of all types. 
Also the U. V. black bulb, and 
the Glo-Craft Tubular lamp (Long 
wave). Our stocks also include a 
complete line of fluorescent min- 
erals in large supply. Price list 
free 

32 PAGE CATALOG FREE 

Write today 

V. D. HILL 
COMPLETE GEM & MINERAL 

ESTABLISHMENT 

Route 7, Box 400 — Salem, Ore. 

RX LABORATORY 

1143 Post Ave. Torrance, Calif 

| 

IWML pay 
these prices for METEORITES, 

iron or stone, or for any specimen 
of native (natural) IRON (not 

iron ore. but metallic iron) 

Under 5 Ibs. $ 5 to $ 25 

5 to 25 Ibs. 25 to 85 

25 to 50 Ibs 85 to 160 

S. H. PERRY, Adrian, Mich. 

SOLID SILVER 
MOUNTINGS 

INTPOR TI 1). filigree rnd hand baw 

mered designs Here Ve helheve. 

omithing unique in the lapidary field 

RINGS (Ladies') $2.00 
PINS 2.85 

BRACELETS 6.50 

Add 20' ‘ Federal Tax unless for 

resale 

You'll be proud of the stones you put 

in these mountings. 

The above are the only lines stocked. 
Send $10.00 for selection on money 

back guarantee. 

S. A. FRYER 
i P. O. Box 776 San Carlos, Calif. 
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ARIZONA PICTURE AGATE 
and MOSS AGATE 

F.O.B. WICKENBURG, ARIZONA 
BOX 851 

OASIS GEM CO. 
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MINERALS from CANADA 
LABRADORITE 

“Canada’s Wonder Mineral” 
We always knew Labradorite was a mighty fine cutting material. One and 

a half tons of this material, which has just arrived. is so superior to any we have 
seen or handled, that we are calling it “Canada’s Wonder Mineral.’ 

This gorgeous gem material from bleak, desolate Labrador, is unsurpassed for 
opalescence, showing Butterfly Blue, Reddish Gold and Yellow. 

WE OFFER LABRADORITE 

Single Ibs., $2.50 per ll l bs. or over, $2.35 per Ib 25 Ibs. or over, $ 

(Dealer rite for prices on fifty pounds or over.) 

OUR STANDARDS 
Sodalite No, 1 $2.25 per ll Drumheller Wood $1 irge pie 
Sodalite No. 2 1.75 per Ib ‘ r er ine Ore 00 per Ib 
Sodalite No. 3 1.25 per | ~oEP Zit ‘ — 
Perthite 1.00 per It Amazonite 1.50 per It 

Peristorite 1.00 per Ib Wernerite ] ) pe 

Cancrinite 1.00 per Ib (fluorescent) 

All Prices F.O.B., Banff, Alta Include with remittance 20c per Ib. to cover postage 

NOTE—Please remit by Money Order (U. S. Postal Notes are not payable in this country.) 

LLOYD T. MEWBURN, Lapidist 
BANFF, ALBERTA CANADA 

~~ ~=6—Y4e MINERALIGHT 
. . . for pleasure 
. . . for beauty 

... for research 

. . . for profit _= 
MINERALIGHT literally adds another dimen- 
sion of untold beauty to mineral and gem col- Send for 4-page, 4-color cata 
lections . . . enables the scientist to establish log and learn how this ultra- 
mineral identities quickly and accurately by violet (black-light) lamp per 
fluorescent color response .. . materially aids mits fluorescent analysis . . 
prospectors and hobbyists in the field to iden- at home, in the laboratory and 
tify many minerals, such as Scheelite, Mer- te the Seldl 
cury, Uranium, Zircon, at a glance. 

SAVES TIME AND COSTLY ASSAYS 
And MINERALIGHT enables geologists to determine oil content of fresh 

cores and rotary mud on sight! It, literally, has thousands of uses! 16 
MINERALIGHTS in 5 MODELS ... 110 Volt A. C. lamps for laboratory uss 
6 Volt battery lamps for field use. 

See your nearest MINERALIGHT dealer or write to: 

ULTRA-VIOLET PRODUCTS, INC. 
5205 Santa Monica Blvd. — Dept. ISD — Los Angeles 27, Calif. 
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SUPER JET BLOW TORCH 
.. 

CLEAN .. 

NO SMOKE 

SAFE... 

Non ext ve and no evaporati 

HEAT... 

Price Only $1.00 

SUPER FUEL 

12 Tablets 25c¢ 
> - r 
Z r supply 

Used for blow pipe tests, silver soldering or anything where a hot 
direct flame is needed. 

PR Jit Pe 

Send Order r To De . E. 

naavdie Lapigar } 

Make your plans no wto attend "The World’ s Largest Mineral Convention”, "July 16-17-18, 

| ver <\ 
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February Bargains 
From Arizona 

SOMETHING NOVEL AND 

PERMANENT 

i MINERA \L Ss ! 

| ! differ 
The 

Py t 

STAUROLITES 

| N ¢ \lex o }t t cy ‘ 

a Senos ; eacl 

RING STONES 

Miner ~ 

MARYANN KASEY 
BOX 230 

Long Beach, California 

~ tiis EMAE Teta.” 

ORDON "s 
GEM & MINERAL SUPPLIES 

1850 EAST PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY 
‘eon ones «an eoreene ee ene ere eee ene ee ee ee <—m = <= <_s _-_"—E—e_ = = ee ee ee es es oe 

LONG BEACH 64, CALIF. 

— a a) DD) 

PRESCOTT, ARIZ. 

Beautiful Arizona and 

New Mexico 

Agate and Petrified 

Wood 

Let me send you an assortment of 

the following Slabed Agate and Wood 
at 10c per square inch 

Picture Wood. Colored Wood. Car 

nelian Agate. Golden Moss, Red 

Moss. Golden Fern Moss. R “d and 

Golden Fern Moss. Banded Pat 

terns, Painted Desert Agate 

Minimum Order, 10 sq. inches 

{pproximate Postage Please 

(lf vou are not more han pleased 

teri ind vour money ¥ 

George C. Curtis 
The Agate Vian 

645 First St. Hermosa Beach, Calif. 
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The Earth Science Digest 

Nebraska 

1 rnagazine devoted to the advan 

ment of the geological sclences 

Robert B. Berry, Founde 

EDITORIAL BOARD 

W. D. Keller, University of Miss 

Bertrand Schultz, Director, University 

Nebraska State Museum 

Kenneth Ross, Field Director, Explorer's Cams 
Mesa Verde, Colorado 

Richard M. Pearl, Colorado College 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 

THE EARTH SCIENCE DIGEST is open to articles 
f geologic interest Manuscripts, photographs and 

ketches will be returned if accompanied by ample 
st-class postage 

1 year, $2.00; 2 years, $3.00: 3 

Single Copies, 25 cents 
Subscriptions 

ears, $5.00 

Alice L. Hart, Circulation and Business Manager 

Vol. Il Jan.-Feb.- 1948 No.5 

Contents | 
Art of Diamond Cutting thea 

lade from the Arctic 8 

Cover Photo s 

Pollen Grains Write History 9 

Kamous Lost Mines iz 

Book Review 19 

IMPORTED GEMS 

Just Arrived 

FIRE OPAT Australian roug 

for cutting flawless cabocho: 
Ten dollars per ounce 

LAPIS LAZULI 
material from Persia with plen 

ty of pyrites Slabs big enough 

to cut two large. high cabo 
chons. Two dollars each 

AGATE Dveable. from Bra 

zil. Pearl gray with some band 
ing Large pieces only ive 

lollar per pound 

LIONEL DAY 
3560 Broadway 

NEW YORK 31, N. Y. 

(Good blue 
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FOR YOUR GEM AND 

MINERAL NEEDS 

GEM VILLAGE 
Offers Everything 

@ Gem Materials 

@ Cabinet Specimens 

@ \lineral Books 

@ Silver Jewelry 

e@ Lapidary Work 

e Lapidary Equipment 

Write for Free Catalog 

The Colorado Gem (Co. 
(Gem Village) 

BAYFIELD, COLORADO 
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THE ART OF DIAMOND CUTTING 
Engineering and Artistry Are Combined 
To Produce Beauty and Brilliance 

JS 
VY 

VP 
Characteristic diamond shape is the octahedron as shown in upper left. The rough stone is cu’ 
two parts (upper center) and then “rounded” by grinding off the corners (upper right). Below 

the siandard brilliant cut. The top (left) has 33 facets and the bottom 25 facets. Lower cente: 
view, 

(, FOR I 

rough diamond is usually 
as an octahedron. most easily) 

pictured as two four-sided pyramids 

set base to base. However. the major 

‘ t. of diamonds are not perfectly 

regular in shape, but instead are 
usually more or less flattened o1 

elongated in one direction or another. 

and the octahedron almost always 

has characteristically rounded edges 

lhe problems of converting this 
rough. lifeless mineral into beautiful 

gems fall into two general classes: 

the first arising from the nature ol! 
the diamond itself, and the second 

from the use to which the gem is put 

KAPLAN 

The diamond’s unique hardness 1s 
well-known. It is not only harder 

than any other substance in th 
world. but almost incomparably so 
Therefore, in shaping or cutting dia 
monds, the only possible agent is an 
other diamond. Furthermore, the dia 

mond’s hardness varies slightly in 
different directions. The diamond 

cutter refers to this difference in 

hardness as the “grain” of the dia 
mond. He knows that he can polish 

a facet in a certain direction, but 

that if he shifts the diamond’s posi 
tion even slightly, he will encounte: 

a harder direction, and then. no mat 
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ter how long he tries to polish that 
diamond, he will not make the slight 
est impression on it. This problem of 

“grain is a fascinating one. If one 

were to line up a million sound dia 

mond crystals in exactly the same 
positions, the “grain” for any given 
facet on one of those crystals would 

be the same in all the other diamond 
crystals. Furthermore, the slightest 
shift in the orientation of that face 

means a corresponding shift in the 
“grain in every one of those crys 

tals. 

The author of this article is a mem 

ber of the firm of Lazare Kaplan & 
Sons, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New 

York City Mr. Lazare Kaplan 
worked on the largest diamond ever 

cut in the United States, the famous 

Jonker, a stone of 726 carats which 

was discovered in 1934 in alluvial dig 

gings in South Africa The Jonker 

diamond was found three miles from 

the Premier mine, Pretoria, where the 

Cullinan diamond (3,106) carats). the 

world’s largest, was found in 1905 

The Jonker was reported to have 

brought a price of about $300,000 be 

fore cutting Mr. Kaplan cut it into 

12 stones, having a total weight of 

370.87 carats, or 51 per cent of the 
original weight—an unusually high 

vield for a diamond of this size 

Cleavage is another important 

quality of the diamond. The diamond 
divides easily and perfectly along 
its four octahedral directions. To the 
skilled diamond cutter this means 

that he has four directions in which 
he can divide the rough diamond to 
eliminate imperfections and secure 

more symmetrical shapes; to the ulti 

mate user of the diamond, cleavage is 
the reason why he must be very care 

ful never to strike the diamond 
against any hard surface. 

Cleavage is accomplished by first 
deciding exactly where along the 
plane of cleavage the stone is to be 

split. Then, with fastidious exactness, 

a deep groove is cut exactly along this 

line by scratching with sharp-edged 
pieces of diamond. When the groove 

has the proper orientation and pro 
portions, a steel wedge is introduced 
into the groove. The wedge must fit 
into the groove so that it rests mid 
way on each shoulder of the groove. 
Therefore, when the wedge is struck, 
it exerts a uniform spreading action 

of the diamond, which must split as 
planned if the operator has been 

properly skillful. 

The only other method of dividing 
a diamond is by sawing it. The dia 
mond is held against a rapidly re 

volving phospher-bronze disc no 

thicker and hardly stiffer than the 

paper this article is written on. The 
edge of this disc is blunt. and has 

been impregnated by an abrasive 
mixture of diamond dust and olive 

oil. There are nine directions in 

which the diamond saw will cut 

through the rough diamond—all 
other directions are too hard for pra¢ 

tical division. Sawing is used for the 
same basic reason as cleaving—to 
divide the rough diamond through 
its imperfections and to obtain favor 

able shapes in the resulting frag 
ments of the original rough stone; 
shapes which are favorable in that 
they closely resemble the shape of 

the finished gem. Shapes obtained 
from sawing are generally better in 

this respect than those obtained from 

cleaving. 

After the diamond has been divid 
ed as outlined above, the diamonds 
which are destined for the usual 

brilliant cut are then subjected to be 

ing cut round on a lathe. The lathe 

tool is another diamond which is it 

self being roughly rounded at the 

same time. This is not a true cutting 
process; actually each diamond 

“chisels” tiny fragments off the 
other. Therefore, this operation, 

known as “bruting.” must be care 

fully finished so that the gem will 
be perfectly round and so that the 

rounded surface will be smooth and 
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true. Since this is not a cutting opera- 
ticn, “grain” is not important; brut 
ing can be done in any direction. 

The last process, and the only one 
to which all gem diamonds are sub 
jected, is the polishing. As explained 
above, each facet in the gem diamond 
has a soft direction, and by knowing 
the orientation of that facet with 

respect to the crystal structure of the 
diamond, the cutter can accurately 
predict which direction on that facet 

will be the “grain”: that is, the soft 
direction along which he can polish. 

The diamond to be polished is 

placed on a revolving soft metal lap. 
This lap is impregnated with dia 
mond dust and a mixture of oils. If 

the diamond cutter has accurately 
prognosticated the “grain” of the 
particular facet being polished, the 
lap will wear away the diamond; if 
not, the diamond will cut its way 

right through the lap. With each 
facet and with each tiny variation 
during the polishing of each facet. 

there is a distinct soft direction which 

must be found. Combine this with the 

extreme need for accuracy and the 
diamond polisher obviously must be 

a very skilled artisan. 

This brings us, however, to the 

second group of problems faced by 
the diamond cutter. So far, we have 

discussed mainly those problems 

caused by the peculiar nature of the 
diamond itself—now to see how the 
use to which the diamond is put af 
fects its cutting. 

One of the principal reasons why 

diamonds are so eagerly sought after 

is that they have an inherent bril 

liance and fire unequalled by any 

other gem stone. However, the rough 
diamond is no more brilliant than an 

uneven chunk of dirty glass. The dif 
ference is due entirely to the skill of 

the diamond cutter. Certain stand 
ardized proportions have been mathe 

matically prescribed as creating the 
greatest brilliancy and fire combined 
with the most pleasing appearance. 

FOR CHRISTMAS | 

MAKE YOUR OWN 

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS! 

Your Friends Will Appreciate Them! 

Set Your Choice Stones In Our Lovely | 

Blank Mountings. Anyone Can Do It. | 
| 

Send for an approval selection at 

once. You may return any that you 

cannot use. 

Selection includes rings, brooches, 

pendents, earrings, chatelaines, brace 

lets, lapel pins, tie chains, etc. 

Burnisher for setting stones $ .75 | 

Ring clamp for holding rings 
while setting $1.50 

Ring stick for measuring size 
of rings $2.00 

Ring gauges for measuring 

size of fingers $1.50 

References will be appreciated 

* 

SMITH'S AGATE SHOP 

228 S. W. Alder St., Portland 4, Ore. 

These ideal proportions are compli- 
cated and unfortunately, are seldom 
followed closely enough by the cut- 
ter. Particularly in the last few 
years, due to the “get rich quick” 
philosophy prevalent in any boom- 
ing industry where the demand is 
uncritical, the diamond cutter’s skill 
has been prostituted so as to achieve 
greater production and greater yield 
from the rough diamond. 

Basically, the proportions of the 
round, or brilliant cut diamond are as 
follows: The top or bezel facets are 
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inclined at 34° with the table: th: 

bottom, or pavilion facets. at 41 
with the table. The facets must be 

exactly placed with reference to eacl 

other also, so that light entering the 
polished diamond will be reflectes 

back and forth; its only possible exit 
being through the top of the diamond 

Hence the brilliancy of the proper 

fashioned gem: practically all the 
light which enters thie diamon 

leaves it through the top. or tabl 

facet. Any deviation in the finish 

size, or placing of any of the 58 facet: 

of the diamond result in a loss ol 

light through the sides or bottom of 
the diamond, and a corresponding 
loss of briliancy and beauty in the 
whole diamond 

Other shapes: the emerald cu 

marquise, and the whole host of far 

cy cut stones have differing propo! 

tions: but for each shape there is or 

set of proportions which vields th 
most beautiful stone 

Che diamond cutter must reconcik 

these arbitrary shapes with the ori 

ginal shape of the rough diamond 
and the location of the impertec tions 

therein. Whereas the actual cutting 
of the diamond is almost surgical in 

its exactness and in the utter finality 

of a mistake: the planning of the cut 

lung is quite like a problem in en 
gineering. Plans must be drawn. ex 

amined, measured. tested: it must be 

certain that the results will suit the 

materials involved and functions ol! 

the object being made. Is the plan. 

therefore. a good one? Is it the best 

possible plan, considering all factors 

and the infinite number of possibili 

ties? 

Only if the answer is affirmative 

has the engineer or the diamond cut 
ter done justice to his art; only if th 
planning and the execution of the 

plan proceed perfectly is the diamond 

a truly beautiful—an incomparable 
gem. 

CABOCHON CUTTING 
UNDER THE AURORA 

hat “farthest north group © 

readers of The Digest. the Alaska: 

Prosper tors Society. has leased tw 

claims from natives beyond the Ar 

tie Circle and enough jae has bees 

brought out this winter te keep the 

members busv in their elephant hut 

vhere their lapidary equipment + 

located. ‘The society's base is at Ein 

endort Field. Fort Richardson 
The society has 267 members. a! 

War Department employes and mili 

tary personnel of Fort Richardson 
Since “evening begins during the 
afternoon and the snow is getting 
deeper. good attendance is exper ted 

at the weekly meetings at Radio Sta 
tion WVUG 
dues. and a membership card is issued 

ni the fourth attendance 

There are no fees Ol 

COVER PHOTO 
lle magnificent view of the Ca 

nadian Rockies in winter was take 

by Harry Rowed, of Jasper. Alberta 

who has been photographing remot 

heauty spots of the Canadian ranges 
His pictures fre 

quently appear im The Digest Ihe 

photo was taken from the slope 

ihove the Athabaska River 

for several vears 

CORRECTION 
lhrough an oversight. the desc: 1 

tion of the photograph in Ben Hur 
Wilson's article in the December 1s 

sue gave the age of the St. Peter 

sandstone as Silurian. The forma 

tion is. of course. included in the 

Ordovician system 

GLOWSCOPE 

Glowscope Co. 
P. ©. Box 2033, Denver |, Colorad< 
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POLLEN GRAINS WRITE HISTORY 
Climatic Record of 25,000 Years Found 

In Bottom of Michigan Lake 

Fossil pollen grains and spores from the bed of Sodon Lake. 

STANLEY 

Cranbrook Institute 

If you were to take a walk and 

were startled to discover. as you 

skirted the marsh around a lake. a 

muddy figure of a man standing an 
kle-deep in water and muck, raptly 
and intently drilling a deep hole with 

a strange tool, chances would be that 
he was not prospecting for oil in 
Michigan, nor even that he was some 
kind of a mild lunati You would 

probably find him harmless and pos” 

sibly even the purvevor of interesting 

tidings. for he would be a plant scien 

tist tapping the earth for records of 

its past. You would have to pardon 

his lonely excitement. because in the 

fossilized pollen grains he brings to 
the surface he is finding one of the 
sources of a great history book as yet 
incompletely written—the history of 

Michigan’s vegetation and climate 

for the last twenty-five thousand 

years. 

CAIN 

of Science 

Among the rocks in the collector’s 

cases are thousands of fossils he never 

may have seen. These are the micro 
fossils, an important part of the geo 
logic record, which are visible only 
when carefully searched for with the 
hand lens or frequently only when 
examined in thin sections cut for mi 

croscopic examination. Such are the 
numerous kinds of foraminifera and 

radiolaria whose descendants swarm 
the seas today. Pollen grains and 

spores similarly provide a part of the 
picture of early life. The author, Dr. 
Cain, staff botanist at Cranbrook In 

stitute of Science. Bloomfield Hills, 
Michigan. has been active in the new 
field of pollen analysis 

The branch of botanical science 

which examines pollen grains and 
spores. fossil and modern, is known 

as pollen analysis. European scien 

tists have been studying fossil pollen 
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stratigraphy and its significance with 
respect to vegetational history for 
more than a quarter of a century. It 
is, however, a relatively new field of 
research for American investigators. 

Although the technique of taking 
the samples, preparing them for mi- 
croscopic aokr. identifying and tal- 
lying the grains is exceedingly slow 
and tedious, the results frequently 
offer enough insight into the past to 
make the pollen analyst forget his 
aching muscles, cold hands, strained 
eyes, and taxed brain. One such in- 
triguing find came when I was work- 
ing on buried soils of the Piedmont 
of South Carolina. Working under a 
hot summer sun, one thought of mag- 
nolias and Spanish moss; yet when 
the pollen catch was later studied in 
the laboratory it gave indubitable 
evidence of the prevalence there at 
one time of a cool climate. Not only 
were pollen grains of spruce and fir 
found, now confined in the South to 
the highest mountains, but also 
grains of the Jack pine, which is now 
the northernmost pine species with a 
southern limit hundreds of miles 
north of the region being studied. 

This evidence of the extensive 
southward influence of the glacial 
period has been corroborated by oth 
er investigators who have found the 
pollen of spruce and other northern 
species in the peats of Texas, Louisi- 
ana, and Florida. 

Some of us at Cranbrook have re 
cently started an investigation of the 
pollen to be found in the peat and 
marl along the shores of Sodon Lake, 
Oakland County, on the land of Mr. 
Gustavus D. Pope. As the sediments 
are brought up by the boring tool 
they are examined for stratigraphic 
features, such as changes in peat 
type, changes from peat to marl, the 
presence of shell layers, clay, sand, 
etc. . 

At each selected level, in this case 
six inches apart, a small sample is 
isolated and kept uncontaminated for 

the later extraction of the microfos- 
sils. For this purpose a piece of peat 
the size of a small bean is often en- 
ough to provide hundreds of pollen 
grains. Once the slides of a sample 
have been prepared they are syste- 
matically examined under a micro- 
scope, usually at magnifications of 
200 to 400 times. 

All pollen grains and spores are 
tallied as they are encountered, being 
classified usually as to genus, such as 
fir, spruce, birch, pine, oak, hickory, 
etc. When 200 or more pollen grains 
have been tallied (spores kept sep 
arate), the number of each ind is 
expressed as a percentage of the 
whole number identified and count- 
ed. Such a series of percentages is 
called a pollen spectrum and is rep- 
resentative of the composition of the 
fossil pollen grains at that particular 
level. It is immediately obvious that 
the successive pollen spectra, from 

the deepest layer to the surface, tell 
a story of the changing composition 
of the pollen rain during the period 
of time involved in the sedimenta- 
tion. 

Finding that the sediments at So- 
don Lake change, after a few feet, 
from peat to mar! and at the bottom 
to sand and blue clay, we are par- 
ticularly lucky to obtain abundant 
pollen at each level, for the non-peat 
sediments often fail to yield fossils. 
There is no reason why we should 
not find in the changing pollen spec- 
tra a record of the vegetational and 
climatic history of Oakland County 
since the withdrawal of the continen- 
tal ice sheet, perhaps 20,000 years 
ago, when Mr. Pope’s lake was 
formed. 

Studies already made in southern 
Michigan and elsewhere in the Mid- 
dle West suggest the general picture 

first, for a few centuries, chiefly 
grains of spruce and fir, then an in- 
crease in abundance of pines, until 
they compose the majority of the 
grains recovered, Following, often 
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in the middle of the upper half of the 
sediments, the pollen grains of var 
ious species of oaks and _ hickories 
often are predominant. During this 
period, or toward the end of it, the 
more moisture-requiring species of 
maple, beech, basswood, etc., may 
have a temporary importance. In 
some localities there may be a rise in 
abundance of grass pollen. 

In the northern Lake Forest region 
(from the middle of the Lower Pe- 
ninsula of Michigan, northward) the 
development of oak-hickory may be 
slight, whereas in southern Michigan 
and northern Indiana, this period 
may be long and result in an almost 
complete exclusion of pines. In both 
cases there is an ultimate reversion 
in the last few centuries which indi 
cates a return toward conditions more 
cool and moist. This is a definite 
long-time climatic trend, but it does 
not certainly mean that the glaciers 
will return again to Michigan. 

Many questions posed by the sci 
ence of pollen analysis must remain 
unanswered in these few pages, but 
it will occur to all of us to wonder 
how much and what kinds of pollen 
of existing vegetation get to the 
shores of Sodon Lake, and what part 
of it is currently being preserved. 
Pollen grains get about by being car- 
ried on the somewhat haphazard 
flights of bees and other insects, or by 

the extremely fortuitous distribution 
by wind. Most pollen grains are 
fated to waste their substance, and 
some of them, in passing, cause the 
reddened eyes and dripping noses of 
hay fever victims. A vast majority 
of the untold billions of pollen grains 
that drift about as dust in the air of 
Michigan every year eventually set 
tles on the ground, on beds of moss, 
and into the water of lakes. It is this 
annual pollen rain, falling onto re- 
ceptive swamp and bog surfaces and 
into lakes, that accumulates in the 
sediments of the centuries, becoming 
fossilized when conditions are suita- 

ble, and preserving a record of the 
plants which have lived in a region 
during millenia past. 

The fossil record provided by pol- 
len grains and spores is never a com- 
plete one of the flora of a region. In 
general, conditions are seldom right 
for the fossilization of organic re- 
mains; many forms never find their 
way into sedimentary basins; many 
others have soft structures or a chem- 
ical nature highly unsuited to pres 
ervation. It so happens that the walls 
of the pollen grains of most tree spe- 
cies contain a complex nitrogenous 
substance called sporonine that is 
very resistant to bacterial decomposi- 
tion and the attack of fungi. The 
chemical resistance of the walls of 
these grains not only accounts for 
their excellent preservation, but also 
assists in their preparation on slides 
for microscopic study. Thus it hap- 
pens that a large part of our knowl- 
edge of past vegetation is inferred 
from what is being learned from fos- 
silized pollen grains of dominant 
trees. 

Such prehistory is frought with 
many sources of error that must be 

guarded against in the use of pollen 
analysis; but the postglacial story 
which can be read from fossil pollen 
runs parallel with that of other types 
of investigation used by geologists, 
pedologists, and biologists, and in 
some cases, can add more details to 
the record than any other type of 
research. 
REFERENCES: Erdtman, G., 1943, An In- 

troduction to Pollen Analysis, XVI + 239. 
Chronica Botanica, Waltham, Cain, Stanley 
A., 1939, Pollen Analysis as a Paleo-ecological 
Research Method. Bot. Rev. 5: 627-654. 1944, 
Foundations of Piant Geography, XVI 
556, especially Chap. X. Harper & Brothers, 
New York. 1945, The Place of Pollen Analy- 
sis in Paleo-Ecology. Chron. Bot. 9:106-114. 
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FAMOUS LOST MINES 
Ninth of a Series 

VICTOR 

The Lost Gunsight Mine 
Judging by accounts which seem 

more plausible and factual, this Lost 
Gunsight, in mining parlance, can 
not be considered a mine at all. For 
that matter, it isn’t even a prospect; 
for according to all records it lies un 

touched by pick or drill just as Na- 
ture formed it. Actually, it appears 

to be an immense outcrop, or deposit, 
of a very high grade silver ore lack 
ing any gold or other metals. 

Naturally, its exact location is not 
known, but it is thought to be some- 
where in the southern portion of Pan- 
amint Range, a chain of high moun- 
tains bordering the western side of 
Death Valley, in Inyo County, Calif 
ornia. Incidentally, while the tale of 
its discovery is well known and many 
have lost their lives in futile search 
for it, there are less details on record 
concerning it than is the case with 
most other lost mines of the South 
west. 

But from descriptions of the ore 

brought out by the finder, one thing 
is fairly certain. The ore probably is 

SHAW 

the silver sulphide called ‘argen- 
tite’, for no other ore of silver so 
exactly fits the ore he had, though 
there seems to be no record of an 
assay or expert identification. How- 
ever, of the eight types of ore mined 
for silver alone, argentite has the 
highest amount of the white metal, 
namely 87.1 per cent, the remaining 
12.9 per cent being nothing but sul 
phur. 

The story of this lost silver deposit 

involves the southern portion ot the 

Panamints, where there are peaks 
rising from 9,000 to 11,000 feet sheer 
above the blinding white salt beds of 

Death Valley, which lies 276 feet be 
low sea level. The granite flanks of 
this range are slashed by super 
heated canyons, which in daylight 
hours quiver like the flaming portal 
of Hades in mounting waves of a 
heat which in summer reaches 135 
degrees. 

It was into this inferno that, in the 
early 1850s, a wagon train of immi- 
grants came slowly lumbering on its 
toilsome way to the gold fields of 
California. No doubt they carried 
water, having been initiated while 
crossing the arid country of Nevada, 
at that time part of Utah Territory. 
But while some of the weakest may 
have succumbed to heat prostration, 
most of them pulled through; and 
when they reached the California 

ranch towns along the coast, they 
told how one member of their party 
had mysteriously disappeared, some- 
where in the waste now known as 

Death Valley. The man’s name was 
Joseph Bennett, and they thought he 
had lost his way and died; but some 

years later the truth was learned, as 

our story presently reveals. 
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At that time, members of his party 
described Bennett as an active young 
man, who had joined them more to 
explore new country than for any 
other reason, for he seemed to have 
no trade and knew nothing of mining 
and prospecting. He had a habit of 
ranging out ahead of the wagons, act 
ing as a scout and trail finder. Al 
ways he was far in the lead, some 

times a day or more in advance, but 

he always carried plenty of food and 

ie 

found water and a great fortune be- 
side, but never saw his immigrant 
friends again. 

None of these accounts mention 
whether Bennett was afoot, or in the 
saddle; but, wagon trains in those 
days always had extra riding stock, 
and we may assume that he was rid- 
ing a mule, or horse. In any event, 
when his water gave out he was forc- 
ed to hunt a new supply, and no 
doubt he searched every likely place 

- 

Victor Shaw, veteran prospector and Arctic explorer, at home in Liebre Canyon, California. 

water with him. So they did not 

realize that he was lost, until after 

passing through the mountains he 
failed to appear. It was then too late 
to make any search for him. 

The truth is, according to facts 
learned later, that when coming 
through the pass in what now is the 
Armagosa Range, Bennett was so far 
ahead that he hadn't water to take 

him to the wagons, nor even to wait 

for them. It is also possible that he 

took the fork leading to Furnace 

Creek, instead of keeping to the regu 
lar Immigrant Trail. At any rate, he 

missed the wagons and eventually 

on the western side of the pass. And 
his horror may be imagined, when 
he faced the waterless hell below. 

But he had to keep on over the glit- 
tering hot salt beds, toward the lofty 
range on the other side, where there 
was some shade, now with the scorch- 
ing sun sinking behind the high saw 
tooth peaks. In one or another of 
those deep canyons there might be a 
spring. and he hoped to find one 
soon, for he was leading his mule and 
getting very weak. 

Long afterward he could recall 
little of this, except that he kept 
stumbling southward along the base 
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of those towering peaks, straining his 
sun burned eyes for a glimpse of 
green that meant water. Probably by 
this time he had become almost com- 
pletely dehydrated as he dragged 
himself and mount across the miles 
of that sunken sink of salt baked to 
furnace heat. There is nothing like 
it, even in Utah’s salt mantled Great 
Basin. However, all we know is that 
Bennett reached the west side of 
Death Valley, about where the Eagle 
Borax Works were installed many 
decades later. 

Some three miles south of this 
point, Joseph Bennett luckily hap- 
pened upon a small desert water 
hole. It probably saved his life, for 
although there are a few springs in 
some Panamint canyons, this “well” 
—now mapped as Bennett’s Well, is 
the only known sweet-water on the 
west side of Death Valley. Surpris- 
ingly, it isn’t close to the base of the 
range, but lies more than a mile be- 
low the sea-level rim of the sink and 
is slightly saline. 

Anyway, Bennett afterward re- 
membered that he rested at this water 
hole that night and most of the next 
day. Then made his way south along 
the base of those mountains, on the 
chance of finding better water and 
perhaps a trail leading to civiliza- 
tion. But the record of his move 
ments, at this point, is extremely 
vague. 

According to reports of his own 
story later, he wandered on along 
the mountain base for a day or two, 
perhaps covering twenty or more 
miles, before stumbling upon another 
spring of clear sweet water, in one 
of the larger canyons of that range. 
Doubtless he was guided to it by the 
striking greens of vegetation, for 
there were some willows there, also 
scrub oaks and some desert grass near 
the water. 

At any rate, he was so exhausted 
and the place was so pleasant, in con- 
trast to the sun blasted desolation 

outside, that he lingered for about a 
week building up his strength. What 
he found that was eatable is not 
mentioned, but there was his saddle 
animal. Also he may have had a gun, 
to hunt small animals and birds, as 
it was Indian country and the custom 
was to carry firearms. 

Whatever the situation, Bennett 
did survive and it was while resting 
at that spring that he discovered the 
great silver outcropping. The first 
night there, he had built a small fire 
place for making a hot drink, using 
some of the rocks scattered around, 
and there was plenty of dead grease- 
wood and oak limbs for fuel. With 
little interest, he had noticed the 
rocks were of various colors, mostly 
shades of red, brown, or yellow, al- 
though some were black. 

Later one day, when he saw the 
wood was getting scarce, he recalled 
the black rocks and reflected that if 
they chanced to be coal he could keep 
a fire all night. But he quickly dis- 
carded the idea, as a glance at the 
fireplace where he’d used some of 
them proved the contrary. One large 
chunk in the back wall, where it 
surely would have caught fire, re- 
mained untouched by the heat. 

But, his gaze was held by an odd 
flash of light on that rock. The sun- 
light now coming down the canyon 
from the west was beyond all doubt 
being reflected from some kind of 
metal, and with mounting interest 
Bennett went to examine it more 
closely. Rubbed with a finger, it 
brightened and he picked it up, 
scraped the spot with the blade of his 
Bowie knife. It was metal, all right, 
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and soft; for when jabbed with the 
knife point it cut like a lead bullet. 
But it was too bright for lead, for 
where it was scraped it glittered like 
a new silver dollar. That’s what it 
was—silver! Couldn’t be anything 
else. 

Startled by the discovery, he ex- 
amined the canyon wall to find that 
the black rocks all came from a great 
ridge, which slanted on up the side 
of the mountain. It now was plain to 
see, very wide and long, with the 
brown and red rocks on both sides of 
it. Much excited, Bennett picked up 
a hard gray rock and hammered his 
speciman until it broke apart, which 
revealed that it was full of the white 
spots of silvery metal. It seemed to 
be all silver, except for holes filled 
with black powdery substance. Must 
be thousands of tons of it. A fortune! 

Although Bennett knew little or 
nothing of chemical reaction, the 
specimen in the fireplace had been 
heated red hot, which burned out 
most of the sulphur leaving lumps 
and globules of almost pure silver. 
Argentite ore reacts like this, and 
there was an enormous deposit there. 

However, he did know that he had 
stumbled upon something that would 
make him rich for life, and his next 
move was to get out to civilization, 
where equipment to mine it could be 
obtained. He felt rested and was sure 
he could make the tough journey, 
especially if he travelled mostly at 
night, or as long as he could see to 
find his way. Also, he must have de- 
cided that the most favorable direc- 
tion was south. Westward it was all 
mountains, but the valleys ran south, 
offering much easier going with some 
shade in the late afternoons. 

This is conjectural, but logical. At 
any rate, we know that Bennett broke 
off several samples from that big out- 
crop of ore, filled his canteen, drank 
all the water he could hold and head 
ed south. No doubt he set out with 
eager haste, wholly unaware that his 

personal destiny had decreed that 
never would he see that place again. 
We have no record of his journey 

through the desert hills, but from 
what is known of its tragic end, it 
must have been a repetition of what 
happens to all who traverse such re 
gions without a suitable equipment 
and in total ignorance of how to com- 
bat the conditions. For we do know 
that eventually and by sheer chance 
he was discovered, almost dead of 
hunger and thirst and raving craz- 
ily, by a prospector who took him to 
Needles, still clinging to his samples 
of silver ore. 

As a result of his terrible experi- 
ence, Bennett for many weeks was 

delirious and practically insane, but 
was well cared for by the friendly 
old-timers of that little desert settle- 
ment. In fact he must have had an 
exceptionally tough physique to have 
survived at all. Even so, considering 
reports of his later peculiar activities, 
he was left with a mental complex 
from which he never fully recovered. 
When finally he regained his 

senses, he identified himself and told 
how he had joined and then lost the 
wagon train, although his memory 
of what transpired afterward was 
disconnected and vague regarding 
many essential details. Particularly, 
this was evident concerning the 
route he followed after starting south 
from his rich discovery and he had 
no idea how long he had been wan- 
dering through the desert hills. But, 
he was boastfully positive that he 
could relocate his silver mine. 

Accordingly, when recovered 
enough to travel, he outfitted for an 
expedition to the northward, but was 
forced to return balked but not de- 
feated, when his supply of food and 
water gave out. And, still sure of 
ultimate success, made a second trip, 
which also failed; then he made a 
third attempt, in which he made use 
of a device that he was absolutely 
certain would lead him straight to 
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his objective. And it was this odd 
arrangement, which not only proves 
he was mentally unbalanced, but 
which has since given this lost mine 
its name. 

For these expeditions he had 
bought from a miner one of the old 
smooth-bore rifles, for which he then 
had a blacksmith fit with a froni 
sight of silver made from the metal 
in his ore samples. And he assured 
everyone, that this gunsight would 
lead him straight to that mountain 
of silver from which the metal came 

However. when even this search 
failed, Bennett must have been com 
pletely discouraged, for we have no 
record of any subsequent expedi 
tions. 

But many others tried to find that 
rich outcrop with no better success. 
In fact, a record of a score of deaths 

is said to exist, of those who went 
after it and never returned from the 

ill-fated quest. And yet, in subse 
quent years, quite a few quartz-gold 
deposits were discovered in both the 
Panamint Range and adjacent moun 
tains, most of them probably by old 
times knowing nothing of modern 
methods. And so, after gophering ol 
surface values, the deposits were 
abandoned, as the region lacked ade 
quate water for profitable mining 
and milling. Today, however, wate: 
for concentrating mills can be ob 
tained by drilling after a promising 
deposit is discovered, although the 

initial cost will be prohibitive for a 
small-scale miner, in a majority ol! 

cases. 

Eventually, there is little doubi 
that the entire Panamint Range will 
be thoroughly prospected and mined. 
for geologically its rock formation is 
most promising for deposits of gold. 

silver, and other commercial ores 
Its core is composed of igneous rocks. 
which are intrusive in, and in places 
are overlaid by, metamorphic sedi 
mentary rocks. Therefore, it is a very 
favorable area to prospect; in addi 

tion, due to its unfavorable climate 
and lack of water, it is one of the few 

left that still is very little explored. 

Anyone conducting a search in this 
region should not only be sure to have 
enough water, but also should have 
the geologic map of Inyo County, and 

the topographic maps of both the 
Ballarat and Furnace Creek Quad 
rangles. These are published by the 
State of California, and may be ob 

tained of the State Bureau of Mines. 
located at Ferry Building, San Fran 
cisco. They sell at a nominal price. 

Paved roads now run both north 

and south of Death Valley, and fair 
desert roads completely encircle the 

Panamint Range. But be sure the car 
is in first class shape before ventur 
ing into this region, and make cer 

tain there also is an ample supply of 
gas and oil. For if the engine breaks 
down, or runs out of fuel, your situa 

tion in this torrid wilderness will in 

no way differ from that of those who 

have died here. In winter months. 
with due precaution, there is little 
danger. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Glacial Geology 

and the 
Pleistocene Epoch 

RicHARD Foster FLINT 

This book, by Professor Flint, of 

Yale, is a compendium of the leading 
facts that have been assembled on the 

last million years of earth history. 
with emphasis on the latest of the 
great glaciations. 

The publishers describe the vol 

ume as “a discussion of the principal 
facts of the Pleistocene epor h treat 

ed from the point of view of its out 

standing characteristic. glaciation. 

It is a compact reconstruction 

of the history of the Glacial E poe h for 

geologists, ecologists. ar heologists. 

geographers, and others interested in 
the prehistoric realm - 

So much has been written about 
this fascinating part of the earth 
story that the exercise of selective 
judgment was a chief task of the 

author. The result is a volume which 

reviews the older theories and pre 

sents the new. based on intensive 

field work which must, perforce, 

continue through our time. for there 
are many unsolved problems. These 

are frankly stated. 

A few topics in the book may be 
cited to indicate its scope gla ier 

ice, glacier movement. loess in North 
America, Wisconsin — stratigraphy. 

glacial stratigraphy of Europe, South 

America. the Alps, New Zealand. 

summary of possible causes of gla 

ciation, crustal warping, climatic 

fluctuations, pluvial lakes in the 

American West. evolution of the 
Great Lakes. fossil man. 

Most Americans have about them 
at all times the visible evidence of 

the work of the latest ice sheet. 

Human evolution took place during 

the Pleistocene. Today some 10 per 

cent of the land surface is still ice 

covered. (The maximum during the 
Ice Age was about 30 per cent). 

Most of us are prone to regard the 
latest glaciation as a phenomenon of 
the past. But a geologically minded 

penguin, on the Antarctic ice, would 
disagree. For him, as the book re- 

minds us, the Ice Age is here and 
now. It may well be that we are, 
as Professor Flint asserts, only about 
half-way through the great freeze 
which began approximately a thou 
sand millenia ago. 
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G E hea a ROUGH on POLISHED 

The GEM -EXCHANGE @ 923 Fo 855 < 



THE EARTH SCIENCE DIGEST 

Attention Rock Collectors Everywhere! 

KEN-DOR ROCK ROOST 
419 So. Franklin St. 

Modesto, Calif. 

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME 

We buy, sell or trade mineral specimens 

aati iinet itn cai aia 

Ladies Silver Rings, $2 to $5 

; a } fad } T } ; 

! | 
; THE MULTICRAFT SHOP ; 

00! Englewood Ave. St. Paul 4, Minn ; 

‘ MM Agate w ‘ 

‘ A i] 
i ‘ 
r ‘ 
t ' “eer ewrer ewer eo ewww oe we 

_ 7 -—_ 2. =e ee ee a ee) ee oe ee os 

FLUORESCENT OZARK 

CALCITE 

Pound $1.00 5 Pound $4.00 

srescent Wood beral size specimen 

ents 

ALVIN W. KAMP 

' 

| 
| 
' 
| 
' 
! 
! 
! 
! 
502 North High St Jackson, Mo 

| SAGENITE AGATE 

GORDON BOWSER 
Lapidary 

9 BEEBEE ST... SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA 

BURMINCO 
ais Wiss Miata | 

RARE MINERAL SPECIMENS? 

GEM MATERIALS? 

FINE FLUORESCENTS? 

SHOWY CABINET SPECIMENS? 

Some ot our recent offerme 

Nlorganite Beryl! Crystals 

Famatinite. Melanovanadite 

Percy lite Hewettite. Codazzit 

Quisqueite. Stolzite. Topaz 

Lawsonite. Patronite Pascoite 

Cerargvrite. Cornetite. Curtisite 

Paravauxite, Tennantite. Triplit 
Fluorescent Calcites. et 

lhen Write For Our Free. Co 

tinuously Up-To-Date Cataloy 

BURMINCO 
128 S. Encinitas Monrovia Cal 

) \ 

Ball Bearing ‘‘Professional’’ Arb 
> ed pl ISslo bearin i t 

‘ h 9 he H \ imi 
ho $6.95 f.o.b. Long Beach 

Jewelers Diamond Re-Saw 
Sturdy constructio1 Designed for hig 
peed ope tior Take ’ o , fF 

sSenied qaoutile pon Dbenring p re! 

$24.00 less blade, f.o.b. Lonq Beach. 

Lucite Laps, 6” $2.75: 8” $3.65 
(State Arbor Size) 

Mexican Hard Feit (White) Polishing 

Disc, 8” or 10” $1.00 
DEALERS: WRITE FOR DISCOUNTS 

MASTERCRAFT 
5302 Lona Beach Bivd., (Dept. L) 
LONG BEACH 5, CALIFORNIA 
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KM ALITY STON! 

rove, 

| gruly fine stone of high quality 

arefully selected 

for the discriminating jeweler 

INE DOLLAR AND A HALF PER SQUARE INCH 

JADE 

CALIFORNIA 

HOUSE OF 
ANTA BARBARA 
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NINE FLUORESCENT MINERALS SIZE 2’ plus 

IN COMPARTMENT BOX * Exclusive With Us * 

$2.00 Postage Prepaid 

BROWN MINERAL RESEARCH DEPT.-E 
110 East Main Street 

FLORENCE, COLORADO 

*, 
* 
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. » | Lapidary & Jewelers 
: : CLOCKS-WATCHES 

Supplies | REPAIRED 

New 1948 Catalog ' Factory-trained men, moderate 

36 Pages Hundreds of Illustrations ' te, Cae oetees See’ 

Send 20c for your copy today. | eran 
, ‘ GRAMERCY WATCH REPAIR SERVICE 

J. J. Jewelcraft | 3651 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 31.N.Y 
915 E. Washington St. j 

PASADENA 6, CALIFORNIA i 

{ 
| 
| 

NOW AVAILABLE 
NEW I5TH ANNIVERSARY CATALOG - - - - 35c¢ per copy 

It is more than a catalog. It is an instruction book on JEWELRY MAKING 
It contains articles such as LAPIDARY TROUBLES AND HOW TO CURE THEM 
“A New Method for Polishing Flat Surfaces,’ and many valuable lapidary and 

jewelry suggestions. 

9” x 12” in size and containing 48 pages, a printed and fully illustrated catalog 
which lists everything needed for JEWELRY AND LAPIDARY WORK. It is the 
finest catalog ever issued in this field. Every hobbyist should have this book. Order 
your copy today. Contains many new items never before offered. Send 35c in com 

or stamps. 

100.000 SPECIMENS are a lot of rocks but visit our shop and see MORE ROCKS 

THAN ROCKEFELLER YOU WILL HAVE MORE FUN THAN CONEY 

ISLAND. A VISIT TO OUR SHOP IS THE MOST INTERESTING FIELD 

TRIP YOU CAN PLAN 

Vail and phone orders will be promptly filled. 

Grieger's 
1633 EAST WALNUT STREET PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA 
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$15.95 — Pre-War Prices 

POLY GRINDERS 

D1I2-8 inch Grinder 

Models D12-8 inch Grinder: ix 17 
nch steel spindle, 1 nches capaci 

twee collar and w her, 12 ine he 

Wet wheels } inches fron 

nter ol pindle to botton ot base 

Now — D12-8 $15.95 
With slingers sor wet orien ing, $17.50 

Shipping v | 
D1i2 and the larger D3 feature the 

following 
\ housit 

\ ! w ia 

! p pulley 
dt ! led hrougt 

ul ttom of ex SAFETY 
HOI SING This fea e® pre les fu 
protection for the ope (Instruc 

ind hools me ist ote). This 1 
mode } machine 

Model Ds. 10° inch Grinder: ix 22 
cl e€ spin ‘ ween co I 

vanines ry etween whee 
eee Sees ee r of spindle to 

D3-10 Grinder, $28.50 
Weight 2 

With slinger for wet grinding, $30.59 

D3-12 same as D3 but with 1-inch 
spindie, $38.50 

With slingers for wet grinding, $40.50 

SPECIAL PRICE — 
One inch diameter spindie grinder 
heavy duty spindie 22% inches long, 

2 inches between collars. Only $28.50 
With slingers for wet ——- $29.95 

Shipr 

All Machinery G piopaaeten ed 4a 

Rockhound 

Saw Arbors 

- Fafnir, Lapidary 
" Sealed Life Lubr 

ated Ball Bearing 

C6-3 pictured 
C5 - 5/8 x 12% inch spindie, housing 

2x 8, $9.75 p.-f 
C6 - 3/4 x 12% inch spindle, housing 

2 1/4 x 8, $10.75 p.f 

Manufactured By 

POLY PRODUCTS 

406 S. Chester Ct. 1C 
PASADENA 4, CALIF. 

mmene - = - - = = = - —- —- - — «— «—- — <" -_=a = =o = ew ee == —_ => «+ 
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MIGHTY MIDGET ONLY 

tog a Sy - - 18c 
snuine ALN 3gnet “ 

3c stamps, R. EYRICH., 2566 N. 
49th St. Milwaukee 10, Wisconsin 

—: _— > a ea ea ee ancancancan 

KEWEENAW 
THOMSONITE 

‘ per f 

ked 

sluable gems | in 
when finished. 75¢ per oz. super select. 

aSt 

LAP-HUG 

yn, ems kee; Gen- 
erous package and instructions, $1.00. 
Ada 2 4 r + na nd nd 

ART OF GEM CUTTING 

$1.50 pp 

REVISED LAPIDARY HANDBOOK 

$3.00 pp 

Violet L. Luoma, Mar. 

AHMEEK, MICH. 

HENRY L. LUOMA 

0 , , - ‘ “ o o o _—_—_ —_ = 
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MINERAL 

‘  - 6° 2 f a . D * 
No. 405-/ "ART } cCxcnange DIAG. 4 1a ana K 

5. 
()niy $3.75 for 14 sections and 3 

N 
Author: RICHARD M. PEARL, Colorado College ADo=omrer © co 

PRESENTIN(¢ 

ae fiistolite 

LN ARISTOCRAT OF STON! 

iristolite is a new stone to put new life into you gem culling 

lristolite has the cutting and polishing qualities which mak 

settings of character and exquisite beauty 

Your first rder S Wwe 

for Wwe 1ré ure it will 

j , 

FIFTY CENTS PER SQUARE INCH 

(GOREENS GRAYS IVORY WHIT 

bu itisfaction assured to pure hasers 

ARISTOLITE COMPANY 
2429 Hollister Avenue 

SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA 
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JUST PUBLISHED 
New 2nd Edition of the Popular 

HISTORICAL GEOLOGY 
The Geologi History of North America 

By RUSSELL C. HUSSEY 
Professor of Geology, University of Michigan 

vages (6x9), 322 illustrations $3.75 

Here is a revised edition of a lucid, well-organized text covering two billion years 
of historical geology The book presents the outstanding events in the geologic his 
tory of North America, emphasizing the development of life under various geologi 
periods. It covers the principles of evolution and elaborates upon them as each group 
of vertebrates is introduced. This second edition has been simplified, brought up to 
date, and contains an abundance of carefully chosen illustrations, 

Send for a Copy on Approval 

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Ine. 
330 WEST 42ND STREET NEW YORK 18, N. Y. 

The TX: 5 
GEIGER COUNTER. 

@ The TX-5 is extremel ensitive. Uranium, 

Thorium Minerals. Pitchblend and other radio 

ictives may be detected easily with the TX-5 

the complete light weight unit made especially 

for locating radioactive leposits Simple to 

yperate. Clicks in headphones indicate presence 
{f radioactive Get your TX-5 now! There 

re many valuable deposits waiting to be dis 

vered Users report ex lent results 

Send he C money order in 

amount of s 45.00 to cover cost 
of unit ymplete with batteries 

AVAILABL headphones and probe. Rated SPECIAL COUNTERS AVAILABLE 

FOR IMMEDIATE firms send regular purchase For Oil Prospecting, Laboratory & 

DELIVER . orde Address Dept. TX Hospital use. Write for Details. 
i # 

i DMAWA Seienrslr Suoly Coan 
3623 LAKE ST., I has 3, NEBRAS 



STERLING SILVER 
SHEET WIRE CHAIN FINDINGS 

Nickel Silver Tie Clips dozen $ 2.00 

Nickel Silver Tie Bars dozen 2.25 

Sterling Silver Earscrews dozen 1.80 

Plastic Ring Sticks Marked With Sizes each ‘1.50 

Burnishers, Straight or Curved each 1.00 

File Block with Metal Holder each ='|.55 

Tooling Brass, 12 inch per ft. .25 

Tooling Copper, |2 inch per ft. 25 

Liver of Sulphur for Oxidizing per jar 40 

Crystolon Abrasive Grain per |b. .60 

Speedway Bench Grinder each 

1/6 h. p. Heavy Duty Motor (while they last) each 

Featherweight diamond cutting wheel for faceting or 

for roughing out gems to be faceted. Specify 
arbor size 30.00 

Preforms for faceting of smokey quartz, amethyst, Rio Grande 

topaz, synthetic blue spinel, synthetic aquamarine spinel, etc. 

All Prices F .O.B. Los Angeles 

R. & B. ART-CRAFT CO. 
(NOTE: Our New Address) 

11021 South Vermont Avenue Los Angeles 44, Calif. 
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